Abstract-In this paper, we consider two sets of corresponding 3D line segments of equal length. We derive a closed-form solution for the coordinate transform (rotation and translation) that gives the best match between the two sets; best in the sense of a leastsquares distance measure between the sets. We use these results as the basis to construct efficient algorithms for solving other problems in computer vision. Specifically, we address the problem of matching polygonal arcs, that is, the problem of finding a match between a short arc and a piece of a long arc.
INTRODUCTION
UPPOSE we are given the coordinates of two sets of corresponding 3D line segments, where the corresponding segments have the same length. Also suppose the two sets are rigid, that is, by moving a segment in one set, the entire set moves rigidly with it. Suppose we want to transform (translate and rotate) one set (set X) so as to get the best match with the other set (set A). In ideal cases, the coordinate transform can be determined, unambiguously and uniquely, by matching only two line segments from set X with the corresponding segments in set A, provided the two selected segments are not collinear. All the other segments in X will then match perfectly with their corresponding segments in A. Thus, in ideal cases, it is rather trivial to find the coordinate transform that gives the best match. In ideal cases, the two sets, for example, could be the result of ideal (free of noise, occlusion, etc.) measurements of a given scene by two 3D imaging systems in two different coordinate systems, or set A could be a prestored model while set X is the result of an ideal measurement with a depth sensor.
In practice, however, data is imperfect and corresponding line segments rarely match precisely. Or, we may have hypothesized the correspondences and want to test whether the hypothesis is correct by determining how well the two sets can be matched. Or, the two sets may be incongruent, e.g., the data set X may be an image of a different object than A, and we want to verify whether, or not, X is an instance of A. To deal with such cases, we must have a distance measure between the two sets that incorporates all the information, and find the coordinate transform that minimizes the distance measure. In this paper, we define a leastsquares distance measure between the two sets and derive a closed-form solution for the coordinate transform that minimizes the distance measure, and gives the best match (fit, alignment, registration) between the two sets. The minimum of the distance measure, which we call the mismatch measure, can then be used to determine whether the two sets match: if the mismatch measure is within a prespecified tolerance. A similar problem for matching two sets of corresponding points has been solved by Arun et al. [2] , who use a singular value decomposition solution, and by Horn [9] , who uses a quaternion solution for the rotation.
The problem we described above, matching sets of corresponding line segments with equal length, is not very useful in itself. Because, in practical situations, due to noise and occlusion, a pair of corresponding line segments often turn out to have different lengths, or the correspondences may not be known. However, the solution to this idealized problem forms the basis for efficiently solving more complicated and realistic problems. Since the solution to matching of corresponding line segments is in closed-form, it only takes of the order of milliseconds on a workstation to compute the best match, hence, it can be applied repeatedly to test many hypotheses in a short time. The specific application we discuss in detail in this paper is the problem of matching polygonal arcs. Other applications, such as matching edge fragments, are discussed in [12] .
In the problem of matching polygonal arcs, we want to find the best match between a short arc and a piece of a long arc. Matching curves (extracted from images) to prestored models or to other images is a basic tool in object recognition, image registration, and many other tasks in computer vision. For matching 2D curves, several techniques have appeared in the literature. See, for example, [13] and [14] for discussions and references. Matching 3D curves has been addressed by Schwartz and Sharir [19] , where they approximate the arcs by a number of equally spaced points. Besl and McKay [4] also address the curve matching problem. In their algorithm, the data curve is represented by a number of (irregularly spaced) points. While the model curve can also be approximated by a number of points, their algorithm yields better results if the model is represented by a parametric form. Their approach, which is based on matching two sets of points without correspondence, is an iterative optimization technique that may not converge to the best solution. (The Besl and McKay algorithm, however, is more general than curve matching and can be applied to any object, e.g., surfaces, approximated by points.) Zhang [21] also presents an approach similar to that of Besl and McKay [4] . In our approach, we represent each curve by a sequence of connected line segments, or a polygonal arc. The usefulness of this representation is twofold. The first is that polygonal arcs occur naturally when dealing with polyhedral objects. The second is that any curve can be approximated with arbitrary precision by a polygonal arc, which can yield a much more compact representation than points. This can prevent the data explosion and the high computational cost of matching that is critical in many applications, since the complexity of matching algorithms are proportional to the number of matching primitives (points, line segments). Our approach will be particularly useful when curves have both large scale (smooth, long segments) and small scale structures (sharp twists), because point spacing is typically determined by small scale structures. The results given here generalize the work of Kamgar-Parsi et al. [13] to 3D.
Line segment matching has been used by Ballard and coworkers [3] , [20] for object recognition, and by Chen and Huang [5] for motion estimation. These approaches are based on the Hough transform technique, which accumulates evidence of match, while the approach presented here is based on regression.
CORRESPONDING LINE SEGMENTS OF EQUAL LENGTH
Consider two sets of (directed) line segments. We call one of them the model set A = {A 1 , , A N } and refer to the other as the data set X = {X 1 , , X N }, where A n and X n are two corresponding line segments that have equal lengths. We represent the line segment A n with its center point a n , the unit vector along its direction $ b n , and its length l n , or
. The end points of segment A n are given by
x n is its center point, $ y n its direction, and l n its length. Vectors are column matrices, e.g., a n = (a n1 , a n2 , a n3 ) Á , given in a Cartesian coordinate system with the orthonormal basis set {$ , $ , $ } e e e 1 2 3 . Superscirpt Á denotes matrix transpose. We define a distance measure between the two sets of line segments, and then find the coordinate transform (translation and rotation) that minimizes the distance measure, i.e., gives the best match, or alignment, of data set X with the model A. We refer to the minimum distance measure as the mismatch measure.
The Distance Measure
First, consider two (directed) line segments A and X whose lengths are equal, i.e., A l =( , $ , ) a b and X l =( , $ , )
x y . We define the distance measure between directed line segments A and X to be the sum of square of distances of their corresponding points. By corresponding points, we mean the points that have the same distance from the starting points of A and X. See Fig. 1 , for example, where p and q indicate two corresponding points that have the same distance from their respective midpoints, a and x. If we use the variable u, where l/2 u l/2, to parametrize A and X, then the coordinates of corresponding points of A and X are given by a b +u $ and x y +u$. Hence, the square of the Euclidean distance between corresponding points, a distance u from the center, is
and the distance measure, M(A, X), between A and X is given by
where iai is the length of vector a. As one would expect, the distance measure between two line segments depends on the separation of their midpoints and on their relative orientation. The distance measure becomes zero, as it must, when the midpoints coincide and the directions are parallel. For the case when the sets A = {A n } and X = {X n } are composed of N corresponding line segments, the distance measure between the two sets of line segments is given by
Suppose that we keep the set of line segments A fixed while we transform (i.e., rotate and translate) the set X. We wish to find the translation vector and the rotation matrix that gives the best match between A and X, that is, the coordinate transform that minimizes the distance measure between the two sets of line segments.
Since rotation and translation are noncommuting operations, the order in which they are performed must be specified. Here, we first rotate X and then translate it. We denote the rotation matrix applied to X by R, and the translation vector by t = (t 1 , t 2 , t 3 ) Á . Thus, to transform set X, we must make the following transformations:
The distance measure between A and the transformed X is obtained by substituting (3) into (2), that is,
Below, we derive closed-form solutions for the translation vector and the rotation matrix that minimize the distance measure (4), or gives the best match. Note that, if we set all l n = 1 and ignore the second term in (4), then it reduces to the problem of N corresponding points.
Translation Vector
To find the translation vector minimizing (4), we take the derivatives of M with respect to the translation parameters t i . They are
These equations are linear in t i , which are readily solved to give the translation vector: 
The weight w n is the relative importance of the nth line segment, and ã and x are the centers of mass of A and X, respectively. Note that (5) is a closed-form solution for the translation vector, which is uniquely specified once the best rotation matrix is found. Also, note that, if we work in a coordinate system with its origin at the center of mass of set X, then x = 0 and the translation vector becomes t a =~, independent of R. Nevertheless, throughout this paper, we will work in an arbitrary coordinate system where x π 0 , so that the translation vector is given by (5) . The solution given in (5) expresses that, by rotating X, we first find its best orientational alignment with A, and, then, we simply move the center of mass of X to the center of mass of A.
To prove that this solution gives the minimum of the distance measure (rather than a maximum, a saddle point, a ridge point, etc.), we examine the matrix of second derivatives, or the Hessian of M. The elements of the Hessian are
where / = Â l n n and G ij is the Kroenecker symbol. Since this Hessian is a diagonal matrix with positive elements, all of its three eigenvalues are positive (equal to 2/), which proves that the translation vector (5) does indeed minimize the distance measure.
Rotation Matrix
By substituting for t from (5) in (4), we obtain an expression for the distance measure that involves only the rotation matrix,
where
and ã and x are given in (6) . In deriving (7), we used the property that the scalar product of two vectors is invariant under rotation, i.e., (Ru)
and, in particular, the length of a vector is an invariant, i.e., iRui = iui. The first sum in (7) is a constant, independent of the rotation matrix, therefore, in order to minimize M(A, X), we must maximize the second sum. The rotation matrix can be calculated in closed-form. Below, we give two approaches for computing the rotation matrix R. One is based on singular value decomposition (SVD), and the other is based on the quaternion representation of rotations. Before we proceed, however, we define the following 3 3 matrix, which is needed in both methods,
Matrix S is referred to as the cross-covariance matrix.
SVD Solution
The scalar product of two column matrices u and v can be written as u v uv
trace e j , and the sum of scalar products as
More specifically, for our problem, we may write
In our problem the u n represent a' n and $ b n , while the v n represent x' n and $ y n . The second sum in (7), which must be maximized, may thus be expressed as
trace e j , (10) where S is defined in (9) . To find the rotation matrix R that maximizes (10), we can do the following (see Golub and Van Loan [7] ): Compute the SVD of matrix S,
and U and V are orthogonal matrices, i.e., UU
and I is the unit matrix. The rotation matrix that maximizes (10) can be constructed from
This assertion may be proved by the following argument [7] :
e j e j a f
U is also an orthogonal matrix. The inequality is true because, in orthogonal matrices, the magnitudes of the diagonal elements are at most unity, i.e., |Z ii | 1. Thus, the upper limit is attained only if
Arun et al. [2] also used this approach to solve the problem of matching two sets of corresponding points in 3D space.
Quaternion Solution
For finding the best match (in the least squares sense) between two sets of corresponding points in 3D space, Horn [9] gives a closed-form solution for the rotation matrix, based on the quaternion representation of rotations. Here, we give the solution for the rotation matrix that gives the best match between two sets of corresponding line segments. The derivation is similar to that given in [9] , to which we refer for a more comprehensive discussion of quaternions.
The unit quaternion & ( , , , )= 0 1 2 3
T is a 4 1 matrix with unit norm, that is,
A rotation through the angle T around the axis
T may be represented by the unit quaternion
The corresponding rotation matrix can be constructed from the unit quaternion by 
The problem we want to solve is: Find the rotation matrix that maximizes the second sum in (7), or the LHS of (10) . The solution may be obtained as follows. First, construct the 4 4 symmetric matrix 11  22  33  23  32  31  13  12  21   23  32  11  22  33  12  21  31  13   31  13  12  21  22  33  11  23  32   12  21  31  13  23  32  33  11 22
where S ij are the elements of the cross-covariance matrix given in (9 
Experiments
To summarize the algorithm for finding the best match between two sets of line segments A and X, we first compute the centers of mass of A and X from (6), the centralized midpoints from (8) , and the cross-covariance matrix from (9) . To find the rotation matrix, we either compute the SVD of the cross-covariance matrix from (11) and construct the rotation matrix from (12), or we compute matrix W from (14) and the unit quaternion, which is the eigenvector of its largest eigenvalue, and construct the rotation matrix from (13) . Then, we compute the translation matrix from (5). And, finally, we compute the minimum distance measure, or the mismatch measure, from (4). Note that both SVD and quaternion solutions can properly handle coplanar line segments.
To test the reliability and the speed of the algorithm we performed the following experiment. For a given N, we randomly generated a set of line segments (random midpoint, random direction, and random length) and took this set to be the model set A. We then generated a random transformation (random translation and random rotation) and applied it to the line segments in the model set, and took the resulting line segments to be the data set X. Finally, we computed the transformation parameters that give the best match between the two sets. For selected values of N, ranging from 10 line segments to 200 line segments, we repeated this experiment several times. The mismatch measure in all of these cases was, of course, zero, which was correctly found by the algorithm.
The CPU time for computing the transformation parameters and mismatch measure was of the order of a few milliseconds on a SPARC station 10/30: ranging from two milliseconds for 10 line segments to 35 milliseconds for 200 line segments. In terms of speed and precision, the SVD and quaternion solutions for the rotation matrix were comparable. The complexity of computing the cross-covariance matrix and the mismatch measure is O(N), while the computation of the rotation matrix and the translation vector is O(1), independent of the number of line segments.
MATCHING POLYGONAL ARCS
A fundamental problem in computer vision is the problem of arc matching. Matching of arcs (curves) is used in object recognition, industrial parts classification, scene registra-tion, and many other tasks. Of particular interest is the problem of finding an approximate match between short arcs and pieces of a long arc, known in the literature as the segment-matching problem [6] . Several approaches have been presented in the literature for matching arcs. They are primarily for 2D arcs; see [13] for a discussion and references.
In most applications, curves are approximated by a set of connected piecewise linear segments (polygonal arcs). Thus, the problem of matching curves becomes the problem of matching polygonal arcs. There are several ways of approximating digitized curves with polygonal arcs with arbitrary precision. For example, one approach is based on the concept of collinearity introduced by Pavlidis [16] and further improved by Ray and Ray [17] . This technique was developed for 2D curves but can be readily generalized to 3D curves.
The approach we take for matching two polygonal arcs is similar to the method used previously by Kamgar-Parsi et al. [13] for matching 2D arcs. That is, we first decompose them into corresponding line segments of equal length, and then find the best match using the closed-form solution we derived in the previous section. The results of the previous section for matching two sets of line segments are directly applicable, because we did not impose any restrictions as to how the lines should be arranged. This is obviously true when the two arcs have the same length. When one arc is shorter, we slide it along the long arc and match it with subarcs that have the same length as the short arc. Below, we will explain in more detail. For matching curves, Schwartz and Sharir [19] use a similar approach, however, they approximate the curves by equally spaced points. Our approach reduces to theirs if we restrict all the line segments to have the same length, i.e., if we set l 1 = l 2 = = l N . Our approach is also more efficient, particularly when the arcs have long segments, because the computational cost is proportional to the number of line segments.
Decomposition into Corresponding Line Segments
Consider matching two polygonal arcs that have the same length. To find if the two arcs match, we first decompose them into corresponding line segments of equal length. = ¢ min( , ) , and so on. The number of corresponding line segments of equal length, N, depends on the relative shapes of the two arcs, and ranges between the best case N = max(m, n) and the worst case N = m + n 1.
As an example, in the top of Fig. 2 , the arc ABC on the left has m = 2 successive line segments AB and BC, while the arc abcd on the right has n = 3 successive line segments ab, bc, and cd. The decomposition yields four corresponding line segments, as shown in the figure. Fig. 2 . Examples of decomposition of arcs into corresponding line segments. Polygonal arc ABCD on the left is the long arc, and the arc abcd on the right is the short arc.
Matching a Short Arc to a Long Arc
The more interesting problem is the segment-matching problem, where we have a long arc and a short arc and we want to find to which pieces of the long arc (if any) the short arc fits. Suppose we have a long arc F, with length L, and a short arc G, with length l (L > l). We wish to find those subarcs of F with length l which match G (within a specified tolerance). The outline of an efficient algorithm for doing this is the following: Start from one end of F and select its first subarc F 1 that is l long; decompose the arcs F 1 and G into corresponding line segments of equal length (as discussed above); compute the transformation that gives the best match between the two arcs; compute the mismatch measure between the two arcs and compare with the tolerance. Then, slide along the long arc and select its second subarc F 2 with length l; decompose F 2 and G into corresponding line segments of equal length; find the best match and compute the mismatch measure. Then, slide farther along the long arc and select its third subarc, and so on, until the entire long arc is covered. For sliding along F, we pick a step size that is relatively small, thus, F i and F i+1 overlap significantly. The computational cost of this process, of course, depends on the step size. To do a complete job, we must reverse the direction of the long arc and repeat the process, because the decomposition into corresponding line segments, in general, will be different when one of the arcs is reversed. This is a fairly fast algorithm. For example, if we need to take 100 steps to traverse the entire long arc, and the number of line segments is, on the average, 50, then the CPU time on a SPARC 10/30 will be about one second.
Experiments

Synthetic Data
As an example, consider Fig. 2 , where the arcs are formed by the edges of polyhedral objects. Suppose ABCD on the left is the long arc F, abcd on the right is the short arc G. Further suppose the length of the short arc is 60 units, composed of segment ab = 10 , segment bc = 20 , and segment cd = 30 . We begin by matching G to the first part of F. The decomposition of the arcs into corresponding line segments yields arcs with four segments of lengths 10, 20, 10, and 20 ( Fig. 2, top) . The endpoints of segments in each arc are indicated by circles. As we slide the short arc along the long arc, the decomposition changes and we get a different set of four segments with lengths 10, 20, 20, and 10 ( Fig. 2 , middle). Farther down the long arc, the decomposition into corresponding line segments yields five segments with lengths 10, 10, 10, 10, and 20 ( Fig. 2, bottom) , and so on. For each subarc of F with length 60, the transformation that gives the best match is determined so as to compute the mismatch measure. The subarc that yields the smallest mismatch measure is the piece of F which best matches G.
We have implemented the arc matching algorithm. Fig. 3 shows the outcome of its application to matching the short arc abcd to the long arc ABCD (shown in Fig. 2 ). The length of the short arc is 60 units, while the length of the long arc is 105 units. We used step size of 0.5 units to slide the short arc along the long arc, that is, it took 91 steps to traverse the entire long arc. At each step, the short arc and the 60-unitlong subarc of ABCD were decomposed into corresponding line segments of equal length, and the best match was computed. The mismatch measure as a function of the step is plotted in Fig. 3 ; also plotted in this figure is the number of corresponding line segments in the decomposition. Steps 0, 20, and 40 refer to the arcs shown in Fig. 2 , top, middle, and bottom, respectively. The best match, with a mismatch measure of zero, occurs at step 60, as expected. The CPU time for this test was 0.14 seconds on a SPARC 10/30.
For finding the best match of the short arc abcd to the long arc ABCD, we also tried the technique proposed by Schwartz and Sharir [19] , where the arcs are approximated by a number of equally spaced points. Taking the unit of length as the spacing of the points along the arcs, the short arc abcd is represented by 61 points, while ABCD consists of 106 points. By sliding the short arc along ABCD at unit length steps, we found the best match (with zero mismatch) to occur at step 60, as above. However, the CPU time for this test was 0.89 seconds, or more than an order of magnitude longer than arc matching algorithm (note that the equivalent CPU time for arc matching algorithm is 0.07 seconds when a step size of unity is used to slide the short arc).
Another technique one can use to match a short arc to a piece of a long arc is the iterated closest point (ICP) algorithm proposed by Besl and McKay [4] (Zhang [21] also proposes a similar algorithm). For using this algorithm, we represent the long arc ABCD (the model) with its parametric form. (The model can also be represented by a dense set of points, but the parametric form yields better results and is preferable.) The short arc (the data) is represented by a number of points. The ICP algorithm is an iterative optimization that may not converge to the best solution, and the quality of its performance can depend on the representation used for the arcs. Briefly, the algorithm is as follows: 1) Initialize the location and orientation of the data in the 3D space with respect to the model; 2) For each data point, find the closest model point, i.e., its orthogonal projection on the long arc, and designate it as the corresponding model point to the data point; 3) Having thus hypothesized the correspondences, find the transformation that gives the best match between the two sets of corresponding points; 4) Transform the data to its new position and check for convergence, otherwise, iterate Steps 2-4.
It can be proved that ICP converges to a local minimum. In order to obtain the optimal, or a near optimal, match, the algorithm must be run many times from different initial positions. In this experiment, we used 100 different initial positions for the short arc, i.e., 10 different locations and 10 orientations for each location. When we represented the short arc abcd (the data) with 61 equally spaced points, ICP found the best solution in six of the trials. The algorithm typically converged in about 10 iterations. The CPU time for this exercise was 34 seconds. When we represented the short arc with 61 randomly selected points along its length, ICP converged to the best solution two times. When abcd was represented by 31 equally spaced points, ICP found the best solution only once. And, finally, when we used 21 equally spaced points to represent the short arc, ICP did not converge to the best solution in any of the 100 trials.
Underwater Acoustic Imaging
A system for high-resolution 3D underwater acoustic imaging has been developed recently [10] . The imaging system ensonifies the scene and collects the acoustic backscatter energy as a function of range. The 3D scene is reconstructed from the acoustic backscatter, such that each cubic voxel (grid) has a value proportional to the backscatter intensity from that grid point in space. Volume rendering is used to obtain images of the reconstructed scene. One of the objects used to test the imaging system is a pyramidal spiral made of stainless steel. A volumerendered image of the computer model of the spiral is shown in Fig. 4 (top) . The model is a polygonal arc composed of 20 line segments and is 242.7 cm long. For the experiment, the spiral was placed in a water tank, and the mid-section of the object was imaged with the acoustic lens. The object was extracted from the 3D acoustic image by thresholding (the ambient noise was low compared to the backscatter intensity from the steel spiral). Fig. 4 (middle) is a volume-rendered view of the extracted object in a pose which approximately corresponds to the model. The voxels belonging to the object can be represented approximately by a polygonal arc composed of 10 line segments with a total length of 93.2 cm. We believe there should be only seven line segments; the difference is due to the imperfections in the real object with regard to the computer model, as well as noisy returns in the vicinity of the object due to reverberations, etc.
To find exactly which portion of the spiral is imaged, we use the arc matching algorithm. We take the 3D image as the short arc and the computer model of the object as the long arc. We move the short arc along the long arc at one cm steps and compute the best match of the image to 93.2-cm-long pieces of the model. In Fig. 5 , we plot the mismatch measure as a function of the step. The solid curve is the result of sliding the image arc from the base to the top of the model arc, while the dotted curve is the result of reversing the direction of the image arc and repeating the process. The best match is obtained at forward step 85, with a mismatch measure of 112 cm 3 . In Fig. 4 (bottom) , we show the best match of the image to the model. The number of corresponding line segments in the decomposition of the arcs ranged between 14 and 21. The CPU time for finding the location of the best match was only 0.7 second.
We also used the technique proposed by Schwartz and Sharir [19] , where the arcs are approximated by a number of equally spaced points. We represented the model arc by 243 equally spaced points (each one cm apart), and the data arc by 94 equally spaced points, and moved the short arc along the long arc at one cm steps. The process took 3.4 seconds; however, the best transformation was slightly different from that found by the arc matching algorithm. To obtain the same level of accuracy as the arc matching algorithm, it would require representing the arcs with higher precision, i.e., equally spaced points 0.1 cm apart, which would increase the CPU time by two orders of magnitude (10 times as many points and 10 times as many steps). We also tried the ICP algorithm [4] . In this, we used the parametric representation for the model curve, while we represented the image curve by 94 equally spaced points one cm apart. The algorithm did not find the best solution in any of the 100 runs. It appears that the spiral shape of the curve creates many similar local solutions to which ICP can converge. However, by increasing the number of initial starting positions, ICP will have a greater likelihood of finding the best match. Fig. 4 . The solid curve is for moving the short arc from the base of the spiral to the top, while the dotted curve is for reversing the direction of the short arc and repeating the process.
DISCUSSION
We have derived a closed-form solution for the coordinate transform that gives the best match (in a least-squares sense) between two sets of corresponding line segments of equal length. The computation of the closed-form solution and the mismatch measure between the two sets is very fast-less than 40 milliseconds on a SPARC 10/30 for sets with 200 line segments. These results may be used to build efficient algorithms for solving other problems of interest, which arise in scene registration, object recognition, and many other tasks.
In this paper, we used these results to solve the problem of matching polygonal arcs (or curves approximated by polygonal arcs), where we want to find the match between a short arc and a piece of a long arc. The algorithm slides the short arc along the long arc, and compares it with subarcs of the long arc that have the same length as the short arc, using the closed-form solution to compute the coordinate transform and the mismatch measure. The computational cost of the algorithm depends on the relative complexity of the two arcs. If, for example, we take 100 steps to cover the entire long arc, and the number of line segments is, on the average, 50, then the CPU time will be about one second. In situations where there are several corresponding polygonal arcs to be matched simultaneously, one may balance the best matches between pairs of corresponding polygonal arcs with the overall (global) match through an objective function to be minimized. This approach has been used by Kamgar-Parsi et al. [11] for two dimensional curves represented by chain codes.
We have also used the closed-form solutions to develop a fast algorithm for matching 3D edge fragments extracted from an image to edges in a prestored model. We give a brief description here and refer to [12] for more details. Suppose we have two sets of line segments where corresponding line segments have unequal lengths. Again, we denote the model set by A = {A 1 , , A N } and the data set by X =
x y , and we assume that each segment in the model is at least as long as its corresponding segment in the data, i.e., L n l n . (This can be regarded as a generalization of Marr's observation that the number of points in the model is at least equal to the number of points in the image [15] ). Now, when we fit the data to the model, we have to determine, in addition to how to rotate and translate the data, to which portion of A n should X n be matched. That is, we also have to find the portion of A n that corresponds to X n . This is a problem that arises frequently in machine vision, where, due to occlusion or noise, only edge fragments (rather than entire edges) are extracted, which then have to be matched to a model. The matching algorithm is an iterative minimization that alternates rotating and translating the data (using the closed-form solutions) with shifting the edge fragments (also using a closed-form solution). The algorithm monotonically reduces the distance measure and converges rapidly to a final match. Empirical evidence suggests that the solution is the best match. The algorithm typically takes about 10 iterations to converge, using 0.7 second of CPU time on a SPARC 10/30 for matching 200 edge fragments in 20 iterations.
We are also developing an algorithm, the iterated closest line segment matching (à la Besl and McKay's [4] iterated closest point algorithm), for registering a 3D image with a model. In this algorithm, edge fragments extracted from the image (which lie on the object surfaces) are matched to the model surface, which is given in a parametric form. The edge fragments, whose corresponding line segments in the model are not known, may come from geometric and reflectance edges. Preliminary results indicate that this algorithm is significantly faster than representing the edge fragments by a large number of points; hence, a greater number of initial conditions can be tried to increase the likelihood of finding the best match.
In this paper, we did not address the more challenging problem of matching sets of line segments where correspondences are not known. The brute force approach of trying all possible pairwise correspondences to find the best solution has, of course, combinatorial complexity and is beyond computational resources. In such cases, heuristics inferred from geometrical constraints may be used to eliminate many pairings [5] , [8] . A practical, and promising, approach that could find the optimum, or a near optimum, solution would be one similar to the iterated closest point algorithm of Besl and McKay [4] . In any case, for developing such algorithms, the results of this paper serve as basic modules.
Finally, we note that, in this work, we have used an L 2 norm distance measure for matching line segments. It is well known that L 2 norm (least squares) fitting is not robust with regard to outliers. Distance measures based on L 1 norm, or the absolute value of the differences, are less sensitive to outliers. However, for L 1 norm closed-form, analytic solutions for the best transformation cannot be obtained; finding the best transformation requires solving a nonlinear optimization in an iterative manner. A number of robust estimation techniques have appeared in the literature [18] , which are based on using influence functions and weighted least squares. The L 2 norm distance measure, given in (4), can be trivially adapted to such techniques. Nevertheless, in this application, we believe outlier removal is best handled as a preprocessing stage.
APPENDIX
In this appendix, we prove that the quaternion solution for the rotation that minimizes the distance measure is the one given in Section 2.3.2. We briefly discuss certain properties of quaternions here, and refer to Horn [9] for a more comprehensive discussion. The quaternion & ( , , , )= 0 1 2 3 T also has representation as a complex number given by can be easily shown to be given by (14) , when u n is replaced with a' n and $ b n , and v n is replaced with x' n and $ y n . The unit quaternion, & q , that maximizes (A.6) is the eigenvector of W corresponding to the largest eigenvalue. To prove this assertion, the argument goes as follows [9] . That is, the maximum value of (A.6) is O m , which can be attained only if & & q p m = .
